STRESS REDUCING
Tips for New ALTS
GOAL SETTING

SUPPORT

SPEAKING UP

Create various SMART

Other ALTs know exactly

Be your own advocate! Talk

goals for yourself while on

what you're going

to your supervisor, PAs, or

JET. Use free time at your

through: Lean on them

other ALTs when you need

desk to study, research,

for support. Online JET

help. Whether you're

learn, etc. Use time after

groups are also helpful.

feeling overwhelmed or

work to pursue a new

A note: Your co-workers

underutilized, nothing will

hobby. Goals will ensure

might be too shy to

change unless you make

you stay focused &

engage you in

the effort. There's no harm

conversation. Take the

in trying. If you're met with

initiative & talk to them

indifference, try again!

motivated and will keep
your stress at bay.

first.

BEING PREPARED

BEING PRESENT

PERSEVERING

Be ready to give a lesson at

Maintain a healthy

Sometimes we hit walls.

a moments notice. Keep

relationship with people

We speak up or make an

hard copies of lesson plans

back home: Don't stay up

effort but it doesn't make

in a binder or USB. Have a

all hours of the night to

a difference. Don't give up.

set of go-to warmups &

Skype. Allow yourself to

JET can be difficult at

games. Plan for sudden

fully be here. JET can feel

times, but change &

class cancellations too.

like a sense of stasis & it

growth can only occur

Keep a book or study

seems like our friends

outside of our comfort

materials with you at all

back home are moving on.

zones. Maintain healthy

JET isn't forever; you'll be

self-talk: You can do this.

home & reunited sooner

Adapt or change your

than you think.

perspective as needed.

times. Also carry cash,
heat packs or cooling
wipes, & a hand towel.

